ACCELERATE INNOVATION
ENABLE FLEXIBILITY
FINACLE WEALTH MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

Managing wealth at
tomorrow’s bank
Today’s private banking and high-networth investors are well-informed, data
driven, updated with various economic
scenarios and considerably demanding
as customers. They represent the most
profitable segment of retail banking
and every bank desires share. To meet
this requirement, banks are integrating

investment products with traditional
banking, allowing them to bundle
solutions, retain competitive leadership,
and grow wallet-share.
Banks, the world over, are seeking to
leverage the advantages of an integrated
retail and wealth management solution

to set up veritable ‘one-stop retail shops’
which offer a comprehensive mix of
traditional banking offerings (deposits,
savings and lending), investment products
(securities, mutual funds, bonds and
alternates), insurance and credit cards to
deliver a convenient and comprehensive-,
end-to-end retail banking experience.
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Finacle wealth management
The Finacle wealth management solution
is a modular, scalable-solution designed
for private and retail banks. It offers
an extensive portfolio of functionality
combined with enhanced flexibility. This
enables effective processing of investment
products across diverse asset classes
including structured deposits, structured
notes, mutual funds, equities, bonds,
insurance, futures and options, PMS,
private equity, alternate funds, precious
metals, exchange traded funds and held
away assets.
Finacle clients can leverage the solution’s
rule-based definitions to launch new
products with a distinct time-to-market
advantage. Integrated with Finacle core
banking and CRM solutions, the wealth
management solution ensures prospect
management, unique customer definition,
a unified view into the customer’s portfolio
across investment products and deposit
accounts, and seamless workflow of
transactions. This helps banks capitalize on
their customer base-to create additional
revenue streams-by offering high-net-worth and mass affluent customersextended products and services tailored to
their unique needs.

Redefine tomorrow’s retail
banking
Unified 360 degree view
With the Finacle wealth management
solution you can get a comprehensive view
of your customer’s full financial position
with the data interoperability functionality
that is designed to provide a full and
transparent view.

Multi-currency, multilingual support
With its multi-currency and local regulation
support, Finacle wealth management
allows for smooth and easy migration to
new markets.

Consolidated inquiry and statement
Give customers personalized service
and a great experience every time they
interact with you. The Finacle wealth
management solution helps generate easyto-understand statements for customers
to make banking appear less complex and
more enjoyable.
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Key modules
Financial planning solution
The financial planning module is a
comprehensive, end-to-end integrated
solution which facilitates banks and wealth
management firms to provide financial
planning and portfolio management
advisory to services clients. This application
has robust financial planning and portfolio
management functionalities for banking
clients, ranging from a self-driven retail
client on one end-to a professional portfolio
advisory client on the other. This solution
provides extensive support for prospect
management, relationship and household
maintenance, customer risk profiling, goal
planning, model and preferred portfolio
creation, portfolio analytics, portfolio
monitoring and reporting.
Prospect and relationship maintenance
This solution is scaled up to handle
prospect management as well as create
a household view for the customer by
integrating the investment accounts,
deposit accounts and liability accounts
for all the joint holders of the relationship.
There is provision to capture demographic
details, assumptions and goals of
the relationship along with financial
details. Inflation adjusted future cash
flow projections can be generated. The
income, expenses, assets and liabilities
are captured to generate the net-worth of
the relationship. This is represented in a
graphical form to the relationship manager
to take informed decisions and provide
advisory services.
Risk profiling
The customer’s risk profile is determined
based on the answers to a set of questions
customized to assess the risk taking ability.
The existing set of risk questions, answers,
weightage for each question and scores

to the answers can be customized at any
point in time.
Portfolio management
As a part of portfolio management, the
solution supports creation of model,
preferred and actual portfolios. The
solution has the capability to design
customized portfolios to meet long
term financial goals, consistent with the
investment objectives, risk tolerance, and
liquidity needs in line with the investor’s
investment profile. Receive ongoing
portfolio management services to keep
the portfolio on track and up to date.
Reporting on portfolio performance and
ability to set customer defined preferences
and restrictions for comprehensive
portfolio management.
Goal planning
Goals can be set up in the system for
Retirement, Education, Protection and
Lifestyle. There are separate sets of
questionnaires for each goal. Alerts can be
set up to track the goals at user-defined
intervals. From a reporting aspect, the
solution provides the Advisor MIS report,
Portfolio Performance reports, Portfolio
report, Client Transaction and Holding
report, Client Account Summary, Advisor
Performance reports-and PMS report.
RM dashboard
RM Dashboard provides Relationship
Managers and Advisors a 360 degree view
of the customer profile in order to perform
end-to-end goal based financial planning
and make personalized offerings for their
customers. Widgets are available to set up
meetings, view the assets under management,
assigned tasks, alerts and notifications.

Structured products
This module provides an extensive and
parameter-driven product setup to define

both native and third party offerings. It
has the capability to define equity-linked,
market-linked, currency-linked, creditlinked, interest-linked and hybrid products.
It also provides rule based infrastructure to
define new structured products ensuring
valuable time to market advantage.
Transaction processing
This functionality, comprised of checks and
controls, is based on parameters defined
during order entry and maintenance. Various
modes of payment can be used for structured
product transactions including support for
multi-currency transactions. Products can be
devolved in case of insufficient mobilization
during the subscription period, and also
suspended based on guidelines. Structured
products can also be used as collateral. The
product provides the facility for treasury
confirmation and interfacing with external
systems.
Product definition
Easing the process of creating new
structures, it enables the creation and
maintenance of both tranche and nontranche products. Products types like
structured deposits and structured
notes can be defined based on different
underlying factors such as equity, currency,
bonds, and interest rates. Features like
amortization, target redemption, daily
range accruals, interest fixed in arrears and
advance, accumulators, knock out, knock
in, and management of extraordinary
events, can all be configured. The rule
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engine enhances the rule based definition
of the product to arrive at interest rate,
payment currency and payment mode
using product type, product parameters
and spot parameters.
Payout determination
Payouts can be fixed for equity and
currency linked non-tranche products. For
external fixing, results can be uploaded
through a file, and for internal fixing
the process is executed-based on rules
mapped to cash flows. Enables set up
and processing of business events such
as coupon, face value devaluation,
extraordinary closure, issuer call,
amortization and maturity.
Payout processing
Payouts are supported for auto as well as
manual modes. Payouts are maintained
at the product level in auto mode and
determined based on rules mapped to
cash flows. They are in manual mode for
products where the interest component is
not accounted.

Equities
This module provides comprehensive
order capture and routing facility to
process orders placed across multiple
exchanges through brokers, and supports
processing and settlement of trades, along
with corporate action processing. This
module is scaled up to send and receive
SWIFT messages for confirmation and
settlement of trades and straight through
processing of corporate actions.
Security and entity data management
It provides extensive support to maintain
entities, securities, symbols and their
attributes, to effectively manage the
order lifecycle. Various entities, along
with processing rules can be defined.
The symbol management facility enables

banks to maintain exchange specific
information for every security. Operations
like suspension, listing, delisting and
relisting can be initiated on a security
symbol.
Order processing
Route orders to brokers based on
customers’ preferences, and capture them
on price, volume, and time mandates.
Orders can be routed to specific
execution brokers using either an online
interface or through batches, and their
acknowledgment can also be recorded.
Based on this trade, related information
can be specified and positions can be
updated. Trades thus confirmed can
be recorded using the batch or online
interface. Securities can be transferred
between internal and external accounts,
and off-market transactions can be settled.
There is a provision for utilizing funds from
transactions which are yet to be settled.
This buy against sell facility enables private
banking clients to leverage their positions
and have readily disposable funds. Also

direct trades or transactions settled outside
the system can be captured in the system.
Corporate action processing
Comprehensive support is offered to
process corporate actions like cash
dividends, bonuses, splits, reverse splits,
mergers, demergers, name changes, spinoffs, rights, buy backs, and liquidation.
The bank can set up corporate actions,
reconcile proceeds received against
expected proceeds and process corporate
actions for relevant holdings. Straight
through processing capabilities ensure that
the operative and securities accounts are
updated based on the corporate actions.

Mutual funds
This module facilitates highly
parameterized mutual fund definition
with comprehensive features as per the
business requirements. It also enables
comprehensive rule-driven preferences
for mutual fund transactions such as
subscriptions, redemptions, switches,
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liens and transfers. This is also enabled to
process various corporate actions.
Fund definition
Multiple funds can be defined for a
specific fund house. Rules and preferences,
providing guidelines for transactions to be
executed on the fund can be defined. Both
omnibus and non-omnibus distribution
models are enabled. Open and closeended funds can be defined. Cut-off time
definition, fee structure linkage, setup for
backend and front-end loads along with
parameterized triggers for accounting
entries are supported.
Transaction rules
The transaction rules supported includeadd-in and add-on allocation methods,
load to price/amount, aging-based exit
load, gross and net rebate settlement
methods, capital gain calculation methods
– First-in-First-Out (FIFO) and average cost,
and cooling period cancellation day limit
definition.
Transaction processing
Multiple payment types and payment
modes are supported for transaction
entry. It supports back and future-dated
transactions, auto-hold funds on the
operative account linked to the customer,
auto-debit or credit of the operative
account linked to customer and office
accounts, FX rates and discount override,
checklist validation during transaction
entry, and switch between funds in the
same or different settlement cycles. The
solution generates transactions that can
be forwarded for processing to the fund
house. On receiving confirmation from
the fund house, the units and amounts are
reconciled with values based on rules set at
the fund level. Subsequent to reconciliation
the system allocates the units or amount
based on the transaction rules set at fund
level without any user intervention.

Systematic plans
There is a comprehensive facility to set up
systematic saving and withdrawal plans
for investors. Mutual fund transactions are
generated automatically, based on the
frequency set up.
The product is enhanced to handle
smarter systematic plan products where
clients give instructions to invest via the
systematic route wherein a fixed amount
is debited every month from the client’s
bank account and split across multiple predecided funds based on parameters such
as P/E ratio, P/B ratio and Dividend Yield.
Corporate action processing
Corporate actions such as dividends, splits,
reverse splits, mergers, and liquidation
can be set up and processed. The
solution supports dividend reinvestment
and payout to customers as well as
reconciliation of amounts and units for all
corporate actions.

Bonds
Fixed income products in general, and
bonds in particular, are the investments
of choice for many risk-averse banking
customers. This module enables banks to
market, distribute and administer bonds.
It is a one-stop solution for the bank’s
order management, deal processing and
corporate action processing needs. It also
generates reports, advices and inquires
to address customer requirements. This
module is scaled up to send and receive
SWIFT messages for confirmation and
settlement of trades and straight through
processing of corporate actions.
Product definition
Finacle enables banks to record attributes
such as bond identifier, rating, primary/
secondary market, traded over the
counter/on exchange, callable, puttable,
cumulative, amortizable, and zero coupon.

The cash flow schedule based on above
attributes can be generated automatically
or entered manually.
Order processing
Route orders to brokers and counterparties
based on customers’ preferences, and
capture them on price, volume, and time
mandates. In addition to order routing to
dealers, Finacle can manage to internally
net-off buy and sell orders. Bonds can be
transferred between internal and external
accounts, and off-market transactions can
be settled.
Corporate action processing
Corporate actions, such as events initiated
by the bond issuer, which may affect
cash or security positions for the investor
are supported. The solution can manage
coupon payout, amortization payout,
issuer call payout, and maturity payout.
In addition, it supports customer request
based business events like customer put
and redemption. As part of transaction
processing, the solution supports business
event automation using several batch
processes, thereby eliminating manual
tasks and reducing response time.

Insurance
This module enables banks to efficiently
handle their third party insurance
distribution business to define and
maintain a wide range of life and non–
life insurance products. Transaction and
premium payment rules can be maintained
to enable effective control. Parameterized
setup allows users to define accounting,
reconciliation rules, and checklist details for
transactions.
Transaction processing
The solution supports recording,
processing, and reconciliation of new
policy generation, renewals, recurring
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premium payments, endorsements,
cancellation, and premium adjustments.
The basic premium, loading premium, rider
premium, and top-up premium can be
specified. Discounts and taxes applied on
premium payments can also be maintained
against each transaction. Payments made
against transactions can be accepted using
various modes including direct debit to
an operative account maintained by the
bank. Transactions performed can be
batched together and shared with insurers
for processing. Transactions performed by
policy holders, directly with the insurers,
can also be recorded and maintained for
subsequent operations.
Reconciliation
The solution supports reconciliation of
transactions performed across various
insurance products distributed by the
bank. Transactions originated through
the bank can be reconciled based on the
information shared by the insurer and
rules maintained by the bank. Transactions
performed by a policy holder directly with
the insurer are highlighted as part of the
reconciliation process, enabling the bank
to record such transactions for subsequent
operational usage.
Commission management
This offers the ability to book and reconcile
commissions earned through premium
payments, policy level commissions and
bank level commission. Calculations can
be done based on premium payment
term of the policy, commission year
and various premium components like
annual premium, modal premium, top up
premium etc. Enables the management
of commission claw backs due to policy
cancellations.

Futures and options

Alternate investments

This module provides a comprehensive
order capture and routing facility to
process orders placed across multiple
exchanges through brokers, and supports
processing and settlement-of derivative
trades, along with contract adjustment
processing. This module is scaled to deal in
various underlying types like stocks, bonds,
interest, index, currency and commodities.

This solution enables banks to distribute
the various alternate investment products
available for the investors. This offering
deals in gold and other precious metals,
PMS product offerings, alternate funds
like real-estate funds, private equity and
facility to capture the external or held away
assets of the investor. The solution has a
parameter-driven product setup to define
both native and third party offerings. It also
provides reports and inquiries for the bank.

Contract and entity data management
It provides extensive support to maintain
entities, contracts, underlyings and their
attributes to effectively manage the order
lifecycle. Attributes such as expiry date,
contract size, option type, option style and
mode of settlement can be defined for
the contract. Further it supports contracts
adjustments for both futures and options.
Order processing
This routes orders to brokers based on
customers’ preferences, and captures
them on price, volume and time
mandates. Orders can be routed to specific
execution brokers using either online
interface or through batches, and their
acknowledgment can also be recorded.
Based on this trade, related information
can be specified and positions can be
updated. Trades thus confirmed can
be recorded using the batch or online
interface. Holdings can be transferred
between internal and external accounts.
Specific transactions
Finacle facilitates settlement and recovery
of initial margin and daily mark to market
adjustments for futures. ‘Exercise’ and
‘Assignment’ transactions in case Options is
also supported.

Precious metals
This Precious Metals module enables banks
to distribute gold and other precious
metals for the bank customers. This module
offers parameterized product definition
for gold products of various makes.
Investments can be made on standardized
products or in an account where a fixed
amount or quantity is purchased regularly.
A facility to convert investments into
physical form is also available. Price
maintenance and even transfer of such
holdings is also available.
Portfolio Management Services (PMS)
This module enables banks to distribute
the PMS offerings of third party issuers
and also record the transactions executed
through them. Product definition is highly
parameterized for capturing data like
maximum and minimum investment,
lock-in period if any, minimum mandatory
balance, accounting entries to be passed or
not, confirmation required, fee overriding,
withdrawal allowed, additional investment
allowed and more. Subscription and top up
transactions can be captured and routed
to the issuer. Also there is a provision
for the investors to withdraw or close-
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out the investment based on the latest
valuation in the system. Daily valuations
for bank investors can be updated in the
system either online or through an upload.
Commission on transactions earned by
the bank can be captured and invoices
raised against the issuer. Reconciliation of
Commission is also available.
Private equity
Banks offer native as well as third party
private equity investment. This module
allows banks to have a parameterized
product definition, place and settle
transactions, define drawdown schedules
for the staggered payments and update
the valuations. Creation, drawdown,
withdrawal and close-out transactions
can be routed to the issuer. Commission
on transactions earned by the bank can
be captured and invoices raised against
the issuer. Reconciliation of Commission
is also available. Online as well as upload
facility to update the portfolio valuation is
available.
Alternate funds
This offering facilitates parameterized fund
definition with comprehensive features
as per the business requirements. This
enables subscriptions, redemptions and
transfer transactions for the investors.
Online as well as upload facility to update

the valuation of funds is available. This
module facilitates the definition of real
estate and private equity funds.
Held away assets
This offering facilitates the capture of
the external or held away assets of the
investor. This offers a parameterized
product definition for defining varied
assets, transactions and enable banks to
include the asset in the overall portfolio of
the investor. This enables investors with an
overall picture of the portfolio at a single
place.

Initial Public Offering (IPO)
As a part of the IPO Module, a facility
for initial as well as follow-on offer in
equities and exchange traded bonds is
supported in the product. This facilitates
direct debit as well as the Applications
Supported by Blocked Amounts (ASBA)
mode. This module is scaled up to handle
holdings maintained in Omnibus as well
as Non-Omnibus mode by banks. Refund,
Allocation and Reconciliation facility is
also available. This solution facilitates the
handling of both in-house as well as the
walk-in customers of the bank.

huge investments in Securities may not
want to sell them to meet their short-term
finance requirements. The Finacle WMS
Collaterals functionality gives the investor a
provision to leverage investments, and also
encourages him to invest more and there
by earn higher returns.
Finacle WMS supports lodgment and
linking of Structured Products, Mutual
Funds, Equities and Bonds as collaterals
which can be classified as primary or
secondary. There is also provision for
specifying a limit for the maximum
permissible amount as primary and
secondary collateral. Collateral revaluation
can be performed based on either closing
or latest price (also considering highest,
lowest or average price if the security is
listed on multiple exchanges). In case of
erosion of collateral value, provision for
generating a margin call report is available.
Also manual blocking of holding based on
the request of the customer or for legal
proceedings can be done. The solution
can restrict to sell, transfers, customer put,
premature redemption etc. on holdings
blocked as collateral and provide for
adjusting/ validating collateral during
corporate action processing.

Collaterals
The need for Lending against Securities has
arisen out of the fact that investors with
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Additional features
Investment portfolio
A unique investment ID can be created
for the customer to transact in investment
products issued by the Finacle wealth
management solution. Investor
preferences like risk score and category,
statement frequencies, preferred currency,
payouts and dividend options can be set
up.

Reports and advices
All asset classes are enabled to generate a
host of customer and operational reports.
It also generates advices which can be
triggered across the transaction lifecycle.

Access control

Customer relationship view
The Finacle wealth management solution
presents a unified view of investor holdings
and transactions across asset classes. In
addition to the portfolio view, a granular
view enables wealth advisors to inquire on
the underlying transactions.

Management fees
The Finacle Wealth Management Solution
is capable of accruing, calculating and
generating invoices for advisory as well
as transaction fees which are earned
by the bank by servicing the customer
portfolios. The fees can be a percentage of
the average assets under advisory for the
entire portfolio held under the investment
account or as a flat amount.

Ad-hoc fees
Finacle supports definition, calculation
and collection of fees against transactions

performed by customers. Banks can define
fee structures based on channel, customer
segment, currency and transaction type.
Finacle facilitates the set up of various
commission and fee structures, calculation,
reconciliation of upfront commission,
clawback of commission, rebates and
trailer commission in the mutual fund
module. Both front end and back end load
processing is available. In this module,
banks can provide discounts based on
criteria like customer type, marketing
program code-and transaction channel.

Comprehensive access control is available
across dimensions such as role, customer
segment, asset class, product, investment
portfolio and transactions.

Referral
The feature enables the automation of
exception and approval management
through policy-based processing of
financial and non-financial exceptions. This
eliminates processing delays, errors due to
manual escalation-and manual paperwork.
It is an emphatic step towards mitigating
operational risk.

Structured products have various fees and
charges associated with the product. A fee
may be charged on various events during
the life cycle of the product. Fee may be
charged on subscription to a product,
redemption, exercising a put, and so on.
Different fee types - upfront fee, flat fee,
and formula based fee are supported in the
application.
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Business benefits
Leverage the HNWI opportunity
The Finacle wealth management solution
enables financial institutions to derive
rich integrated insights about the highnet-worth client’s investment portfolio.
Sophisticated analytics, relevant financial
planning, and asset allocation tools can be
configured to leverage the opportunities
presented by hotlisted clients to explore
prospects for right-selling and fee-based
personalized advice.

Ease of enhancing product portfolio
The user-friendly solution provides neverbefore flexibility to tailor solutions and
create new product flavors for emerging
customer segments. It enables business
users at the bank to add innovative
functionalities and features to their
offerings, without changing the source
code of the application. The solution also
interfaces seamlessly with satellite and
specialized systems easily, supporting
faster rollout of new products at the bank.

Higher operational efficiency
The solution enables STP and is fortified
with a powerful integration framework
to interface with the bank’s core banking
solution and external data sources.

This plays a crucial role in minimizing
operational delays and ensuring seamless
transaction flows at the bank. Every
financial operation is processed identically.
Execution either ensures a successful
update of all related data or a complete
rollback in case of a technical problem.
Consistency and reliability are guaranteed.
Fully integrated and component - based,
the solution also ensures consistency of
data. Access rights are rigorously managed,
every transaction request is checked and
systematic records are maintained as audit
trails, ensuring robust security.

Lower TCO
The solution allows users belonging to
different legal entities to work on a single
system and database. This directly results in
significantly lower implementation costs and
ease of centralized reporting for the bank.
Built on new-generation technologies,
the Finacle wealth management solution
is future-proof and can be seamlessly
integrated with other enterprise
applications. With proven scalability and a
flexible architecture, it ensures protection
for the bank’s technology investments.

Finacle helps build tomorrow’s bank
Finacle from Infosys partners with banks, the world over, to accelerate innovation and unlock the value levers of their business. It has never
been this convenient to integrate investment and traditional banking products, under one roof, to sustain a competitive edge and grow
wallet share of profitable customers.
Bring customers to tomorrow’s bank with Finacle wealth management.
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About Infosys Finacle
Finacle is the industry-leading digital banking solution suite from EdgeVerve Systems, a wholly owned product subsidiary
of Infosys. Finacle helps traditional and emerging financial institutions drive truly digital transformation to achieve
frictionless customer experiences, larger ecosystem play, insights–driven interactions and ubiquitous automation. Today,
banks in over 100 countries rely on Finacle to service more than a billion consumers and 1.3 billion accounts.
Finacle solutions address the core banking, omnichannel banking, payments, treasury, origination, liquidity
management, Islamic banking, wealth management, analytics, artificial intelligence, and blockchain requirements
of financial institutions to drive business excellence. An assessment of the top 1250 banks in the world reveals that
institutions powered by the Finacle Core Banking solution, on average, enjoy 7.2% points lower costs-to-income ratio
than others.

For more information, contact finacle@edgeverve.com

www.finacle.com
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